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Intnobuction 

At the secret heart of the Western Mystery Tradition Ues the 
angelic wisdom that forms the teachings of true magick. This 





Chapten One 

The Roots of AngeLfc 

Magi'ck 

“lbu «Aa/Z produce Aeons, Worlds and Heavens, to the end that 
SDirits of the Intellectual Spheres may come and abide 

shall see God in 



on a mixture of Egyptian myth, 
and Luciferian philosophy. 
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Chapten Thnee 

Toioen of the Titans 
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physical reality or a 

























Chapten Ffoe 

Out of Space, Out of 
Time 







In Egyptian mythology Set is best 
the death of Osiris. Isis and her bi 
the throne of pre-dynastic Egypt as 
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•the initiated magical current manifested in Egypt as the 
Draconian Cult, the cult of the Dragon or Fire Snake. This 
cult represents the first systematised form of primitive African 
mysteries, which the Egyptians elaborated into a mighty 
specialised system of occultism that flowered finally in the 
tantras of India, Mongolia, Tibet and China." (1975:50) 



This links with the so-called loss of (sexual) innocence’ by ' 
early humans recorded in the Garden of Eden myth. 
Allegedly the forbidden knowledge used by the Draconian cult 
was based upon intercourse with spirits of a vampiric, 1 
succubic and incubic type. Such magical techniques remind 
us of the original intercourse between the Watchers or 
teaching angels and their human students. It is really no 
wonder that the organised religions have always condemned 

tradition has frowned on so-called Taery marriages' that led to 
the human participants gaining occult knowledge and psychic | 
powers. It is perhaps no coincidence that in rustic lore faeries, 
elves and goblins are said to be the souls of the fallen angels 
who fell to Earth. 

In Egypt it was believed that all foreign lands were under the 
dominion of Set as the god of foreigners. What is implied here 
is that which is alien or strange, in the true sense of the Latin 
alienus meaning outsider or stranger. It is best summed up 
in Edgar Allan Poeis telling phrase as the “wild, weird clime 

Chapten Six 

The ALL-seefng Eye & the 

Pfl-Lcms of the Wise 

•Nature is a temple where living pillars let sometimes emerge 
confused words: Man crosses it through forests of symbols, 
which watch him with intimate eyes” - Charles Baudelaire. 

























Chapten Eight 

The Temple of Solomon 

■For he built heathen altars in the House of the Lore/" - 
Kings II (21:2-4) 

Masonic historians have given no reason as to why the story 
of Nimrod and the Tower of Babel was replaced by the legend 
of King Solomon and his temple in the mythical origins of 
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Chapterz Nine 

The Queen of Wisdom 

•lam black and comely" - The Song of Solomon 







ie knight in the 
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Chapter* Ten 

Lilith’s Lantern 

“/ am like an owl in the desert” - Psalm 102 

Lilith’s lantern., 
with the main . 

i in English folklore and poetry for the moon is 
Just who was Lilith? Why was she associated 

























































been used as a badge by those occult groups down the ages 
who have (usually secretly) owed their allegiance to the 
Lightbearer. 



ine aspect of the 
sort of Lumiel-L 



r/ie alchemist must join 
sulphur in a chymical 
e Red King to reify the 











Chapter* Sixteen 

The Speau, the CauLdnon 
and the Stone 

y* Sacred Lance shall never fall, Veil and unveil the Holy 
Grad before the Lord of Light" - extract from a Masonic 
Templar rite 

A considerable amount of Luciferian symbolism can be found 







Chapten Seuenteen 

Black Many & Che Sacked 

Blood 



supported a United States of Europe ruled by a pan-European 
monarchy. 

It has recently been claimed by Robert Richardson, in an 
article in the American esoteric journal Gnosis #51 (Spring 























Chapteu Nineteen 

The Hanged Man 









Chapteu Tcoenfy 

Onion the Wild HunCen 

“He was a mighty hunter before the Lord? Genesis 10:8 

In the 13th century CE the writer Saxo Gramaticus wn 











Append/* I 

Contacting the Angels 

*‘gnsshaltyiknow!tem’>>,al‘ <A" °nd by their 

^ayL" w'iw?Ck iS ?“ f1*“ ™»‘ neglected of the occult 









LUMIH. Ancbangel of EanCb 
Title: The Lightbearer 



Appendix II 

The Hymn Co Henraes 



Appendix III 

The Cenemony of the 
Peacock Moon 



Appendix IV 

The Fine Rite of Tubal 
Qayin 

Waken and feed the Flami 
the shining Inner Fire i 
warmth of thy sorcerous j 
flesh by thy Holy ThreefaU 



Appendix V 

The GospeL of Cain 



Naamah, the sweet kinswoman of owls, was bom at 
th.„ i— .j» Child™ ofthe Dark'^,“™ “ 
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Appendix VI 

The Baptism of Wisdom 

By the All-Seeing Eye of Perfect Mind, 
May the adamantine Light of Lord Lumiel, 
Falln from Heaven dispel our darkness 
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